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Abstract The crystal structures of the inclusion compounds

of thymol, carvacrol and eugenol, (components of essential

oils of vegetable origin) in b-cyclodextrin have been deter-

mined. Thymol/b-CD crystallizes in the space group P1

containing two host molecules in its asymmetric unit whereas

both carvacrol/b-CD and eugenol/b-CD complexes crystal-

lize in the space group C2. In all three complexes two host

molecules form head-to-head dimers their guest/host stoi-

chiometry being: 1/2 (carvacrol/b-CD), 2/2 (thymol/b-CD)

and 3/2 (eugenol/b-CD). In the cases of the thymol/b-CD and

the carvacrol/b-CD complexes the b-CD dimers are arranged

according to the channel packing mode. The accommodation

of the geometrical isomer guests is performed solely by their

hydrophobic groups revealing the leading role of the hydro-

phobic driving forces in the complexation process whereas the

position of their hydroxyl group affects the stoichiometry of

the formed dimeric complexes. In the case of the eugenol/

b-CD dimeric complex one guest molecule is found lying

between the b-CD groups in a sandwich fashion whereas the

other two symmetry related guests protrude outwards the

narrower rim of the hosts with only their hydrophobic allyl-

chain located inside the hosts’ cavities. This arrangement

prohibits the formation of a channel and the observed crystal

packing is that of a Tetrad mode.
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Abbreviation

b-CD b-Cyclodextrin

Introduction

Thymol (5-methyl-2-isopropylphenol), carvacrol (5-iso-

propyl-2-methylphenol) and eugenol [2-methoxy-4-(2-pro-

penyl) phenol] (Scheme 1) are present in the essential oils

from herbs and spices, such as thyme (Thymus vulgaris),

oreganum (Origanumsyriacum), and clove (Caryophilliflos)

[1]. These three compounds have been shown to have

bactericidal, microbicidal, and fungicidal properties,

therefore they have been used as antiseptic, antispasmodic,

tonic, and carminative in pharmaceutical industry [2]. They

have also attracted great attention in food industry as natural

preservatives [3, 4]. However, their use has been limited,

because of their sublimation, sensitivity to light decompo-

sition and low water-solubility [5]. One way to stabilize and

use these substances is by inclusion in suitable host mole-

cules. Cyclodextrins (CDs) are frequently used as host

molecules accommodating such guest molecules modifying

beneficially their physicochemical properties such as: sta-

bilization of light- or oxygen-sensitive substances, fixation

of very volatile substances and a marked increase of water

solubility [6]. CDs are a family of cyclic oligosaccharides

that are composed of a-(1,4)-linked glucopyranose subunits.

As a result of their molecular structure and shape, they

possess a unique ability to act as molecular containers

(molecular capsules) by entrapping guest molecules in their

apolar, hydrophophic, internal cavity.

The guest molecules are held inside the CD cavity by

non-covalent interactions, such as hydrogen bonds, van der

Waals or hydrophobic interactions, and the host:guest
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system is in a dynamic equilibrium. Therefore, encapsu-

lation in CDs offers additionally a slow release of the

guests sustaining their action. The use of natural and

modified CDs has been well established in cosmetic,

pharmaceutical and industrial formulations, including food

industry. The low cost, biocompatible and effective deg-

radation makes b-CDs the most used molecular encapsu-

lants [7]. The inclusion compounds of thymol, carvacrol

and eugenol in b-CD have been formed aiming to optimize

and increase the potential fields of applications of these

substances and they have been studied by several methods

[8–13]. Recently the determination of a crystal structure of

the complex of thymol with b-CD was reported [14]. X-ray

crystallography provides the most accurate and absolute

structural information of the complex in the crystalline

state. We report here the crystal structures of the inclusion

compounds of thymol, carvacrol and eugenol encapsulated

in b-CD (assigned as thymol/b-CD, carvacrol/b-CD and

eugenol/b-CD, respectively).

Experimental

Sample preparation

Carvacrol and thymol were isolated from the essential oils

extracted from Lamiaceae Species [15] and kindly offered

to us by the chemistry laboratory of the Agricultural Uni-

versity of Athens. Eugenol and b-CD were purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich and Fluka respectively. Several crystalli-

zation attempts by dissolving different host:guest molar

ratios (1:1, 1:1.5 and 1:2) were made for each of the three

different guests. Crystals of the best form and quality were

obtained from aqueous solutions of 1:1, 1:1.5 and 1:1.5

host:guest molar ratios for the b-CD inclusion compounds

with thymol, carvacrol and eugenol respectively. In par-

ticular, 59 mg of b-CD (0.052 mmol) was weighted into a

crimp top vial (Witeg) and 2 mL of distilled water was

added. For the preparation of the thymol/b-CD complex an

equimolar quantity (7.8 mg, 0.052 mmol) of thymol was

added and the vial was sealed. For the preparation of the

carvacrol/b-CD and the eugenol/b-CD complexes, the vials

containing the saturated b-CD solution were sealed and

then 0.012 mL (0.078 mmol) of carvacrol (molar ratio of

host:guest equals to 1:1.5) and 0.012 mL (0.078 mmol) of

eugenol (molar ratio of host:guest equals to 1:1.5), were

injected into the sealed crimp top vials. The mixtures were

stirred for about 1 h at 343 K until they were limpid. Then

they were gradually cooled to room temperature over a

seven-day period in order to produce crystals suitable for

X-ray data collection.

X-Ray data collection

High resolution X-ray data from crystals of all three

complexes were collected using the synchrotron-radiation

light source at the EMBL X11 beamline at the DORIS

storage ring, DESY, Hamburg and a marCCD 165 detector.

Eugenol/b-CD and thymol/b-CD crystal data were col-

lected at cryogenic temperature. The crystals of the com-

plexes kept under paraffin oil, were picked with a cryoloop

and flash cooled under the nitrogen stream to 100 K.

The carvacrol/b-CD diffraction data were collected at room

temperature (293 K) as the cryoprotectant oil was damag-

ing the crystal. The processing and scaling of the data sets

has been performed by using the programs DENZO and

SCALEPACK [16].

Structure solution and refinement

The carvacrol/b-CD complex was solved by the isomor-

phous replacement method using the coordinates of the

macrocycle of the host of the indole-butyric-acid/b-CD

complex [17]. The eugenol/b-CD and thymol/b-CD com-

plexes were solved by a Patterson vector search method and

Fourier recycling with the program DIRDIF99 [18] using

the coordinates of the macrocycle of the host of the indole-

butyric-acid/b-CD complex in the case of the eugenol/b-CD

and the coordinates of the macrocycle of the host of the 3,5-

dimethylbenzoic acid/b-CD complex [19] in the case of the

thymol/b-CD. All the atomic positions of the host, guest and

the water molecules were located and refined by sequential
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difference electron density maps (Dq), using the Shelxl

program [20] on a F2 basis. Shelxl used under the interface

and the graphical display support of the Shelxle program

[21]. The geometrical analysis and the validation of the

crystal structures have been carried with the programs

Platon [22] and Olex2 [23]. In all three data sets of the

complexes the number of the observed reflections was

sufficient for the introduction of anisotropic thermal

parameters only for the oxygen atoms of the host molecules

which have not been found disordered over two or three

sites. Hydrogen atom positions linked to primary, secondary

or tertiary carbon atoms of the host molecules were placed

in calculated positions and their thermal parameters were

set to 1.2 Uiso of the isotropic thermal parameter of the

corresponding carbon atom. Finally, by applying extinction

correction, zero weight was given during the final refine-

ment cycles to 3, 42 and 8 reflections exhibiting poor

agreement in the cases of carvacrol/b-CD, eugenol/b-CD

and thymol/b-CD, respectively. The final lattice parameters

along with all the data collection parameters of the com-

plexes are quoted in Table 1.

Results and discussion

Thymol/b-CD

Description of the structure

The thymol/b-CD inclusion complex crystallizes in the

space group P1 with unit cell dimensions a =

15.289(15) Å, b = 15.443(15) Å, c = 15.549(16) Å, a =

104.432(5)�, b = 101.076(5)� and c = 104.036(5)�. In the

asymmetric unit two b-CD host molecules, host(A) and

host(B), form a head-to-head dimer via the O3nA���O3(8-

n)B hydrogen bonds where O3nA denotes the secondary

3-hydroxyls of the nth glucose unit of the host(A) and

O3(8-n)B the facing 3-hydroxyls of the (8-n)th glucose unit

of the host(B) (D���A distances range from 2.712(7) to

2.842(7) Å; C-D���A angles range from 111.66(16) to

121.02(7)�). Inside the formed dimeric cavity two thymol

guest molecules G(A) and G(B) are accommodated and

therefore the guest/host stoichiometry of the complex is

2/2. The unit cell contains also 16 water molecules dis-

tributed over 27 sites. The guest molecule G(A) is located

inside the hydrophobic cavity of the host(A) and is found

disordered over three sites: G(A1), G(A2) and G(A3), with

occupancies 0.45, 0.30 and 0.25, respectively. The other

guest molecule, G(B), lies inside the hydrophobic cavity of

the host(B) and is disordered over two sites: G(B1) and

G(B2) with occupancies 0.70 and 0.30 respectively. The

geometrical constraints of the positions of the occupied

sites indicate that the co-existent encapsulated G(A) and

G(B) molecules are located at the following three possible

pairs of sites: G(A1)–G(B1) with occupancy 0.45, G(A2)–

G(B2) with occupancy 0.30 and G(A3)–G(B1) with occu-

pancy 0.25.

In all occupied sites the thymol molecules are oriented

with their methyl group pointing towards the secondary

hydroxyls rim and their isopropyl group located at the

primary hydroxyls rim. The depth of immersion of the

encapsulated molecules is such that their methyl groups are

found at the intercavity region formed by the b-CD dimer

whereas their isopropyl groups lay inside the hydrophobic

cavity of each host molecule. The phenyl groups of the

G(A1), G(A2) and G(A3) and those of the G(B1) and

G(B2) form angles varying between 67.5(5) and 72.6(5)�
with the mean plane of the glucosidic O4nA atoms of the

corresponding host(A) and host(B) molecule respectively.

As it can been seen from the Fig. 1a, b the inclination of

the planes of the aromatic rings of the pair G(A2)–G(B2) is

the opposite compared to that of the pairs G(A1)–G(B1) or

G(A3)–G(B1). On the other hand, the main difference

between the pairs G(A1)–G(B1) and G(A3)–G(B1) is

detected at the orientation of the –OH group of the

accommodated G(A) molecule occupying the G(A1) or the

G(A3) site inside the host(A) cavity. The hydroxyl group of

the guest molecules occupying all five sites forms a

hydrogen bond as a proton donor with the ith etheric

cyclodextrin atom, O4(i). In addition, the oxygen atom of

the same –OH guest’s group donates its electron pairs to

form two CH���O bonds with the H5(i) and H5(i ? 1)

atoms linked to the tertiary C5(i) and C5(i ? 1) atoms of

the ith and the ith ? 1 D-glucopyranoside units bridged at

the O4(i) by the (1,4) glucoside bond (Fig. 2a). The geo-

metrical features justifying the existence of the above

mentioned H-bonds are given in Table 2. The measured

distances and angles meet the criteria for the formation of

linear CH���O bonds [24]. In addition, the p-plane of the

guest’s phenyl ring is oriented inside the b-CD hydro-

phobic cavity in a way favoring the formation of CH/p
interactions with the C3–H3 of the host. In Table 2 some

geometrical features are listed following the Takahashi

et al. [25] method of surveying and classifying the CH/p
contacts (see Fig. 1 in Takahashi et al. [25]). Moreover, the

face-to-face arrangement of the two guest molecules inside

the dimeric cavity, observed in all the three possible pairs

of occupied sites, indicates the formation of mutual CH/p
interactions between the methyl group of the one guest and

the p-system of the phenyl ring of the other (Fig. 2b).

Some indicative geometrical features of these interactions

are given in Table 3. In order to obtain these measure-

ments, H-atoms linked to the carbon atoms of the thymol,

except the highly disordered isopropyl group, were placed

in calculated positions and included in the refinement using

the riding model. Finally, weak van der Waals interactions
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also contribute to the stabilization of the guest molecules at

the observed occupied sites inside the hydrophobic b-CD

cavity.

The molecular packing

The thymol/b-CD complex crystallises as a dimer in the

space group P1, its cell dimensions are slightly greater than

15 Å and the observed crystal packing mode is that of a

Channel (CH) (Fig. 3). This is in agreement with the clas-

sification of the crystal packing modes of the b-CD dimeric

complexes according to their space group and cell dimen-

sions [26]. The channels are formed by dimers stacked

along the c axis. The shifting between the dimers of the

channel is 3.02(6) Å. The dimeric complexes of the same

channel are connected via (1) H-bonds between the two

facing primary hydroxyls O64A���O64B (d = 2.765(6) Å)

and O66A���O62B (d = 2.758(8) Å) of the successive

dimers, (2) various CH���O bonds between the rest primary

hydroxyls and the facing C6-atoms of the successive

dimers, and (3) H-bonds formed between the primary

hydroxyls and the water molecules of the crystal.

Moreover, the adjacent channels are connected via

(1) H-bonds between the primary hydroxyls O63B���O67B

(d = 2.760(2) Å) and the secondary hydroxyls

O25A���O27B (d = 2.738(6) Å) of the adjacent complexes,

(2) various CH���O interactions and (3) the water net of the

crystal.

Carvacrol/b-CD complex

Description of the structure

The carvacrol/b-CD inclusion complex crystallizes in the

space group C2 with unit cell dimensions a = 19.300(19) Å,

b = 24.588(2) Å, c = 15.844(3) Å, and b = 109.491(5)�.

The asymmetric unit contains one b-CD molecule, one car-

vacrol molecule having an occupancy of 0.50, the guest/host

stoichiometry being therefore 1/2, and 8 water molecules

distributed over 20 sites. Two complexes related by the two-

fold symmetry b-axis form a dimer via the O3n���O30(8-n)

hydrogen bonds (D���A distances range from 2.756(10) Å

to 2.870(14) Å; C-D���A angles range from 116.1(6)� to

118.9(6)�).

The carvacrol guest molecule is found fully immersed

inside the host’s hydrophobic cavity (the distance between

the carvacrol’s phenyl centroid and the host’s O4n mean

plane is 1.355(9) Å) forming an angle of 68.0(5)� with the

mean plane of the glucosidic O4n atoms. The hydroxyl

group of the carvacrol is located at the broader rim (sec-

ondary hydroxyls) and the isopropyl group at the narrower

Table 1 Crystal data and structure refinement for the thymol/b-CD, carvacrol/bCD and eugenol/bCD complexes

Thymol/b-CD Carvacrol/b-CD Eugenol/b-CD

Chemical formula (C42H70O35)2(C10H14O)2(H20)16 (C42H70O35)(C10H14O)0.5(H20)8 (C42H70O35)(C10H12O2)1.5(H20)12.5

Mr 2,721.15 1,299.46 1,556.01

Crystal system, space group Triclinic, P1 Monoclinic, C2 Monoclinic, C2

Temperature (K) 100 293 100

a, b, c (Å) 15.289(15), 15.443(15),

15.549(16)

19.300(19), 24.588(2), 15.844(3) 19.589(5), 24.203(3), 16.378(19)

a, b, c (�) 104.432(5), 101.076(5),

104.036(5)

90, 109.491(5), 90 90, 103.484(19), 90

V (Å3)/Z 3,322(6)/1 7,088(7)/4 7,551(9)/4

Radiation type Synchrotron, k = 0.81560 Å Synchrotron, k = 0.80750 Å Synchrotron, k = 0.80510 Å

Crystal size (mm) 0.80 9 0.40 9 0.40 0.6 9 0.4 9 0.4 0.8 9 0.8 9 0.4

h-range collection (�) 1.91–29.42 2.44–30.31 1.91–28.63

Index range 0 B h B 18, -18 B k B 18, -

18 B l B 18

-24 B h B 24, -30 B k B 23,

-19 B l B 10

0 B h B 23, 0 B k B 28,

-19 B l B 18

Reflections collected 38,100 29,916 16,809

Independent and observed

[I [ 2r(I)] reflections

10,577/10,534 7,267/6,837 6,503/6,410

Rint 0.038 0.051 0.065

Goodness-of-fit 1.038 1.070 1.025

R[F2 [ 2r(F2)], wR(F2) 0.091, 0.283 0.086, 0.258 0.088, 0.253

No. of parameters/restraints 1,442/3 744/22 893/3

Largest difference peak and hole

(e Å-3)

0.31, -0.32 0.06, -0.05 0.71, -0.51
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rim (primary hydroxyls) of the host (Fig. 4). However, the

hydroxyl group of the guest is located at a position which

forbids the existence of a second carvacrol molecule within

the formed dimeric cavity. Indeed, as mentioned above, the

guest molecule in the asymmetric unit has half occupancy

and thus only one carvacrol molecule can be accommo-

dated inside the formed by the crystallographic symmetry

dimeric cavity, as otherwise, the distance between the

oxygen atoms of the two guests linked by the twofold

symmetry b-axis would be about 1.0 Å.

The inclination of the guest molecule is justified by the CH/

p interactions between the H-atoms linked to the C3-atoms of

the host and the p-system of the guest’s phenyl. In particular,

by using the calculated positions of the H-atoms linked to the

host’s C-atoms the following interactions are observed at the

region 2 of the guest’s p-system according to the Takahashi

et al. [25] method of surveying the CH/p contacts:

C32–H32���p (C1: C5A, Datm = 2.806(2), h = 19.2(5)�,

x = 106.6(17)�) and C31–H31���p (C1: C1A, Datm =

2.77(6), h = 8.7(9)�, x = 105.9(7)�). Contrary to the case of

the thymol/b-CD complex, no H-bond is formed between the

hydroxyl group of the encapsulated carvacrol molecule and

the host. The lack of these H-bonds is due to the position of the

–OH of the guest which in the case of the carvacrol is located

outside the host’s secondary hydroxyls rim (at a distance of

0.70(7) Å above the mean plane of the O2n and O3n host’s

oxygens) whereas in the case of the thymol guest its –OH is

laid at the region of the host’s O4 atoms (at a distance of about

0.2 Å from the host’s O4n mean plane).

The molecular packing

The carvacrol/b-CD complex dimers stack according to the

channel (CH) packing mode [26] along the c axis. The mean

plane of the glucosidic O4n atoms forms an angle of about

Fig. 1 The thymol/b-CD 2/2

dimeric inclusion complex. The

guest molecules G(A) and

G(B) occupy the sites: a G(A1)–

G(B1) with occupancy 0.45 or

G(A3)–G(B1) with occupancy

0.25 or b G(A2)–G(B2) with

occupancy 0.30

Fig. 2 a –OH group of the

encapsulated thymol forming a

H-bond with the O4(i) of the

host and two CH���O bonds with

the H5(i) and H5(i ? 1) of the

D-glucopyranoside units bridged

at the O4(i) by the (1,4)

glucoside bond. b Mutual CH/p
interactions between the thymol

guest molecules. For clarity

only the occupied sites G(A1)

and G(B1) are drawn, no water

molecules and in b only the

H-atoms of the –CH3 group of

the guests
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9� with the ab plane and the displacement of two successive

dimers in the channel is about 2.7 Å (Fig. 5a, b). The

dimeric complexes of the same channel are connected via

(1) H-bonds between the facing primary hydroxyls of the

successive dimers: O64A���O64A (A disordered position of

O64) at d = 2.90(6) Å or O64A���O64B (B disordered

position of O64) at d = 2.99(5) Å; and O61A���O66B at

d = 2.86(5) Å, (2) various CH���O bonds between the rest

primary hydroxyls and the facing C6-atoms of the succes-

sive dimers, and (3) H-bonds formed between the primary

hydroxyls and the water molecules of the crystal. The

adjacent channels are connected via (1) H-bonds between

the primary hydroxyls O63���O61 (the distances between

the O61 and the A, B and C occupied sites of O63 being

2.85(2), 2.83(4) and 2.91(3) Å, respectively) and the sec-

ondary hydroxyls O25���O27 (d = 2.79(1) Å) of the adja-

cent complexes, (2) various CH���O interactions and (3) the

water net of the crystal.

Eugenol/b-CD complex

Description of the structure

The eugenol/b-CD inclusion complex crystallizes in the

space group C2 with unit cell dimensions a = 19.589(5) Å,

b = 24.203(3) Å, c = 16.378(19) Å, and b = 103.484(19)�.

The asymmetric unit contains one b-CD molecule, two guest

molecules (molA and molB having occupancy factors of 1.0

and 0.5 respectively) and 12.5 water molecules distributed

over 24 sites (Fig. 6). Two complexes related by the twofold

symmetry b-axis form a dimer via the O3n���O30(8-n)

hydrogen bonds (D���A distances range from 2.767(5) to

2.908(6) Å except for the O34���O304 pair where a distance

of 3.186(8) Å is observed due to the formation of H-bonds

between these hosts’ secondary hydroxyls and the hydroxyl

of the guest molecule (molB) encapsulated inside the

dimeric cavity; C-D���A angles range from 114.0(3)� to

Table 2 Hydrogen bonds formed between the –OH of the thymol

encapsulated inside the host molecules. The measured distances and

angles meet the criteria for the formation of linear CH���O bonds [24]

Distance (Å) Angle (�)

G(A1)���Host(A)

C1–OH���O42A 2.903(2) 128.66(5)

O���H53A–C53A 2.398(2) 162.14(2)

O���H52A–C52A 2.479(2) 140.43(3)

G(A2)���Host(A)

C1–OH���O43A 2.737(3) 131.28(5)

O���H53A–C53A 2.540(2) 133.54(5)

O���H54A–C54A 2.524(2) 158.78(2)

G(A3)���Host(A)

C1–OH���O46A 2.825(3) 129.70(4)

O���H56A–C56A 2.596(2) 136.53(1)

O���H57A–C57A 2.641(2) 152.37(3)

G(B1)���Host(B)

C1–OH���O44B 2.825(7) 121.82(12)

O���H54B–C54B 2.776(3) 130.2(5)

O���H55B–C55B 2.482(2) 153.0(5)

G(B2)���Host(B)

C1–OH���O45B 2.835(7) 129.79(13)

O���H55B–C55B 2.561(2) 138.5(5)

O���H56B–C56B 2.760(2) 147.5(7)

Table 3 Indicative geometrical features of the observed CH/p interactions in the Thymol/b-CD complex

C–H p-system (phenyl ring) h (�) Datm (Å) Dpln (Å) Region

Host(A) G(A1)–[C1]

C31A–H31A C5(A1) 18.30(2) 3.063(2) 3.027(3) 1

C35A–H35A C5(A2) 14.14(2) 3.093(3) 3.030(3) 1

C31A–H31A C5(A3) 15.12(2) 2.949(2) 2.948(2) 1

Host(B) G(B1)–[C1]

C34B–H34B C6(B1) 12.792(4) 2.694(2) x = 128.4(4)�
Dlin = 2.650(3) Å

2

C33B–H33B C4(B1) 4.3(4) 3.092(3) 3.058(3) 1

C37B–H37B C5(B2) 21.1(4) 3.198(2) 3.169(3) Close to 1

G(A1) G(B1)–[C1]

C(A1)–H(A1)1 C6(B1) 20.967(12) 2.956(3) 2.722(3) 1

C(B1)–H(B1)1 C4(A1) 28.3(7) 2.761(2) 2.706(2) 1

C(B1)–H(B1)1 C6(A3) 23.0(7) 2.689(2) 2.675(2) 1

C(B2)–H(B2)1 C6(A2) 33.75(2) 3.044(3) 3.005(3) 1

C1 and C2: nearest and second nearest sp2-carbons, respectively, to H; Datm: interatomic distance (H/C1); Dpln: H/p-plane distance; Dlin: distance

between H and line C1C2; h: angle of HCC1; x: dihedral angle between guest’s phenyl and HC1C2 planes
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118.5(3)�). Therefore, the guest/host stoichiometry of the

dimer is 3/2.

MolA has been found located at the region of the nar-

rower rim of the host, its main part being outside the host’s

cavity and only its hydrophobic allyl chain entering in it.

Its oxygen atoms, located at the interdimeric space, are

hydrogen bonded to the water molecules of the water net.

In particular, its etheric oxygen atom, O2A, is H-bonded to

the water molecule named OW9 (O2A���OW9A, OW9B

d = 2.991(11), 2.99(4) Å and C2A–O2A���OW9A

angle = 127.4(6)�) and its hydroxyl oxygen atom, O1A, is

found H-bonded to the water molecule named OW6

(O1A���OW6 d = 2.669(8) Å and C1A–O1A���OW6

angle = 116.9(5)�). The plane of its phenyl ring forms an

angle of 68.6(2)� with the mean plane of the glucosidic

O4n atoms and its p-system is connected via a CH/p
interaction with the H-atom linked to the C6-atom of

the b-CD of the adjacent dimer (C62–H62���p, Dpln =

2.413(4) Å, h = 8.5(3)�, thus CH/p interaction observed at

the region 1 of the guest’s phenyl p-system according to

the Takahashi et al. [25] method). Moreover, its methyl

group is connected via an CH���O interaction (CA���O64

d = 3.084(15) Å) with the O64 atom of the b-CD of the

dimer which lays aside to the one connected to the molA

with the aforementioned CH/p interaction.

The observed mode of complexation of the molA with

the b-CD leaves the guaiacol of the guest outside the

hydrophobic cavity and thus there is enough space within

the formed b-CD dimer to host one more guest molecule,

molB. MolB is accommodated at the dimeric interface in a

sandwich fashion and it is disordered over two sites with

occupancy factors of 0.5 each (Fig. 6). Its phenyl ring is

about parallel to the O4n mean plane of the host forming an

angle of 3.6(4)� with it. Its hydroxyl group forms a hydro-

gen bond with the O34 of the secondary hydroxyl of the

guest (O1B���O34 d = 2.730(14) Å and C1B–O1B���O34

angle = 127.4(9)�). As a result of the formation of this

H-bond, the O3n���O30(8-n) H-bonds net, which forms

the dimer, is disrupted at the pair of the O34���O304
(d = 3.186(8) Å) as mentioned above. In addition, a CH/p
interaction, at the region 2 of the p-plane of the guest’s

phenyl ring (according to the Takahashi et al. [25] method),

with the H36-atom linked to the host’s C36-atom and some

van der Waals interactions between the guest and the host

atoms are observed.

The molecular packing

The dimers are stacked along the c axis (Fig. 7a), their

approximate sevenfold molecular axis forms an angle of

Fig. 3 The molecular packing

of the Thymol/b-CD. Channels

formed along the c axis. Views

of the a bc plane, b ab plane

Fig. 4 The formed dimer of the carvacrol/b-CD complex. The

occupancy factor (o.f) of the carvacrol molecule encapsulated within

each b-CD cavity is 0.5, therefore, only one guest molecule is

accommodated inside the dimeric cavity the guest/host stoichiometry

being 1/2
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about 13� with it and the mean plane of the O4n glucosidic

atoms forms an angle of about 11� with the ab plane. The

molecular packing usually observed in the b-CD dimeric

complexes in the space group C2 is that of a Channel (CH)

[26]. However, in the case of the eugenol/b-CD dimeric

complex crystallizing also in the space group C2, the unit

cell dimensions are noticeably different from those

adopting the CH packing mode. For example, by compar-

ing the eugenol/b-CD unit cell to that of the carvacrol/

b-CD presented in this work (Table 1) we can see that the

dimension of the c axis is about 1 Å greater and the angle b
about 6� smaller. As a consequence, eugenol/b-CD is not

isomorphous to any of the other b-CD dimeric complexes

crystallizing in the C2 space group and the crystal packing

is not the usual CH but it seems to be the less frequently

observed Tetrad Mode (TT) [27, 28] (Fig. 7b). The shifting

of the dimers of the same stack may be attributed to the

position of the molA accommodated outside the host cavity

that prohibits the formation of a channel.

Conformation of the host molecules

The host molecules of all the three studied complexes have

a similar conformation. The only differences among them

are detected in the conformation of their primary hydroxyl

groups. In the case of the carvacrol/b-CD complex all the

primary hydroxyl groups except one are disordered over

two, three or four sites. Three of them exhibit the gauche-

trans conformation (gt) whereas all the rest have the

gauche–gauche (gg) conformation. In the case of the

eugenol/b-CD, two primary hydroxyls have the gt confor-

mation and the rest primary hydroxyls (two of them are

disordered over two sites) have the gg conformation.

Finally, in the case of the thymol/b-CD, one primary

hydroxyl of host(A) has been found disordered over two sites

adopting both gg and gt conformation. All the rest primary

hydroxyls of host(A) are not disordered, five of them have the

gg and one the gt conformation. Two primary hydroxyls of

host(B) have been found disordered over two sites each. The

one adopts exclusively the gt conformation whereas the other

the gg conformation. All the rest non-disordered primary

hydroxyls of host(B) have the gg conformation.

Fig. 5 The molecular packing

of the Carvacrol/b-CD.

Channels formed along the

c axis. Views of the a bc plane,

b ab plane

Fig. 6 The eugenol/b-CD 3/2 dimeric inclusion complex. The

occupancy factor (o.f) of the molA and molB is 1 and 0.5 respectively
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Concluding remarks

Both carvacrol/b-CD and eugenol/b-CD crystallize in the

space group C2 whereas thymol/b-CD has been found to

crystallize in the space group P1 containing two host mole-

cules (host(A) and host(B)) in its asymmetric unit. In all three

complexes two host molecules form head-to-head dimers,

via the O3n���O3(8-n) hydrogen bonds. In carvacrol/b-CD

and eugenol/b-CD the dimers are formed by two host mol-

ecules related by a twofold axis, whereas in thymol/b-CD the

crystallographic symmetry independent host(A) and

host(B) form the dimer. In a recent publication [14] the

thymol/b-CD inclusion complex has been found to crystal-

lize in the space group C2 with cell dimensions close to those

of the carvacrol/b-CD crystal structure reported here. The

crystal packing of the thymol/b-CD reported by Fan et al.

[14] is that of a Channel formed by head-to-head dimers

containing two guest molecules (one in each b-CD cavity).

This molecular packing is the same to the one determined for

both thymol/b-CD and carvacrol/b-CD crystal structures in

the present work. By observing the asymmetric unit of our

thymol/b-CD crystal structure illustrated in Fig. 1a and 1b,

the two pairs G(A1)–G(B1) and G(A2)–G(B2) seem to be

symmetry related whereas the existence of the 3rd pair,

G(A3)–G(B1), in particular, the opposite orientation of the

hydroxyl group of the guest occupying the G(A3) site, breaks

the crystallographic symmetry and reduces the unit cell to the

triclinic P1. Symmetry may also break because of the slightly

different immersion depth observed between the G(A) and

the G(B) guest molecules. Although the inclination of the

phenyl group relative to the O4 mean planes is about the

same, the G(B) sites are shifted towards the dimeric cavity

compared to the G(A) sites as shown by the measured dis-

tances between the centroids of the phenyl groups and the O4

mean plane of the corresponding host molecules (distance

varies between 0.979(3) and 1.228(3) Å for the sites occu-

pied by the G(A) guest and 1.366(2)–1.420(2) Å for the sites

occupied by the G(B) guest).

By comparing the b-CD inclusion complexes of the two

geometrical isomers, carvacrol and thymol, we see that both

crystallize forming Channels of b-CD dimers but their

guest/host stoichiometry differs being 1/2 and 2/2 respec-

tively. In the case of the carvacrol/b-CD, where only one

guest molecule is found encapsulated inside the formed b-

CD dimer, the depth of immersion and the inclination of the

guest molecule are close to those observed in the case of the

thymol/b-CD complex (Fig. 8). This indicates that in both

Fig. 7 The molecular packing

of the Eugenol/b-CD follows

the Tetrad mode (TT). View

a of the bc plane,

b perpendicular to the c* axis

Fig. 8 Alignment of the thymol/b-CD (violet color) and the carva-

crol/b-CD (green color) complexes. In both cases the guest molecules

are encapsulated inside the hydrophobic cavity with the same

inclination and at the same immersion depth. (Color figure online)
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cases the location of the accommodation of the guest mol-

ecule inside the hydrophobic b-CD cavity is coordinated by

the hydrophobic phenyl and isopropyl groups and not by the

position of the hydroxyl group giving once more a strong

evidence of the leading role of the hydrophobic driving

forces in the complexation process. On the other hand, the

position of the hydroxyl group, at the given immersion

depth of the guest inside the host’s hydrophobic cavity, in

the case of the thymol/b-CD permits the formation of H--

bonds with the host’s etheric oxygen atoms whereas in the

case of the carvacrol/b-CD complex forbids sterically the

existence of a second carvacrol molecule within the formed

dimeric cavity. This leads to the reduced 1/2 guest/host

stoichiometry observed for the carvacrol/b-CD complex.

Moreover, the guest molecules in both thymol/b-CD and

carvacrol/b-CD complexes are found oriented with their

isopropyl group located at the narrower rim (primary

hydroxyls) of the host. This orientation, observed in our

study of the complexes in the crystalline state, is opposite to

the orientation predicted by NMR studies of the inclusion

complexes in aqueous solution [8, 9].

The formation of the b-CD dimers in all the three com-

plexes and the 1/2 and 3/2 guest/host stoichiometry of the

carvacrol/b-CD and the eugenol/b-CD complexes observed

by the crystal structure determination in the present work has

not been observed in the characterization of the complexes

with NMR experiments performed in aqueous solution

where for all the three complexes monomers of 1/1 stoichi-

ometry have been reported [8, 9]. Moreover, the present

study of the eugenol/b-CD complex in the crystalline state

reveals a complete different mode of complexation and

orientation of the guest molecules compared to the previous

NMR and molecular modeling structural studies of the

complex in aqueous solution. The geometry of the complex

in aqueous solution which has been established from the

NMR data is such that the phenyl ring of the eugenol enters

into the b-CD cavity from the wider rim and the guest mol-

ecule is arranged inside the b-CD cavity with the allyl group

folded towards the phenyl ring [9, 10]. Moreover, fluores-

cence and infrared spectroscopy studies have proposed a 1/1

guest/host complex in solid state with a eugenol molecule

included partially into the cavity of the b-CD [29]. Molecular

modeling studies confirming spectroscopy and thermal

analysis studies also proposed a 1/1 complex with the

eugenol guest molecule having the opposite orientation that

the one observed in this work and with its phenyl ring about

parallel to the sevenfold axis of the b-CD [13].

Supplementary data

CCDC 850749–850751 contains the supplementary crys-

tallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained

free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data

Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.
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